
4 June - International farmers' demonstration - Brussels: Vote them away!  

The first meeting of farmers' organisations Farmers Defence Force - FDF (Netherlands), Instytut Gospodarki 

Rolnej - IGR (Poland) and Land schafft Verbindung Deutschland - LsV (Germany), to organise an international 

farmers' demonstration in Brussels on the 4th of June 2024, took place on the 29th of January.  

We already raised tens of thousands of farmers: IGR - 70,000, FDF - 50,000, LsV - 100,000. All farmers and their 

allies together, fighting for their farms, their livelihoods and their rights! 

 

All over the EU we see you fighting against the demolition policy of your agriculture and your farms. 

Demolition policies coming from one and the same source: Brussels. 

We ask you, farmers/colleagues/fighters: Let's organise, unite, be visible and thus make every citizen aware of 

what is going on with their food security 

Down with the Green Deal! Down with the agricultural demolition policy!  

Down with unfair trade agreements! Down with taking away our civil rights! 

 

Away with the current dictatorship from Brussels of unelected, poisonous green EU Commissioners and (top) 

officials and the politicians who are driving our farms to the ground. Wipe them out of Brussels for good! 

For that, we need to make EU citizens aware: 

- To whom THEY owe their tax increases, high (food) prices, wars and growing poverty, over the past five years. 

- That THEY - the people - have the power to determine the future and direction of the EU 

during the EU Parliament elections from 6 to 9 June 2024! 

- That THEY can then send all these crooked officials and politicians home for good! 

Let us, the farmers and residents of the EU come clean - We are going to vote them away! 

The 4th of June – Brussels, must be the beginning of the end of the current hegemony of the unelected,  

Brussels administrators      

Let's fight and ride together on the 4th of June!  

ALL4One!  

Make the EU great again! 

 

Keep an eye on our social media for new posts. Sign up or contact: 

info@farmersdefenceforce.nl  

k.hernik@instytutrolny.pl  

vorstand@lsvdeutschland.de 
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